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The state of near paralysis to which
northern European airspace was
reduced from 15 to 21 April following
the eruption of Iceland’s Eyjafjallajökull
volcano – causing acute inconvenience
to travellers stranded on the other side
of the world and loss of revenue to
airlines and dependent sectors – serves
as a reminder that the air transport
industry, despite huge technological
progress and rigorous operating
procedures, remains highly sensitive to
prevailing environmental conditions. 

Whether it is question of natural
movements in the atmosphere –
particularly in tropical zones –, difficult
weather conditions around airports in
winter or exceptional events such as
volcano eruptions, managing such
situations requires a deeper under-
standing of the physical and chemical
phenomena at play as well as enhanced
weather forecasting tools in the long
and very short term. Spectacular
progress has been made in weather
forecasting in the past forty years with
the aid of satellite observation and
above all improved digital modelling of
the atmosphere for short and medium
term forecasting (2-10 days). 

However, volcano eruptions pose a
specific problem: on the one hand, close

consultation between a group of
actors – volcano and meteorological
specialists, aircraft and engine
manufacturers and organisations
responsible for airspace management –
is required in order to gauge their
immediate consequences for air
transport and on the other, decisions
need to be taken very swiftly. 

It is not my intention here to comment
on the way in which this particular
situation was managed, but rather to
observe that natural causes have
always been, and will always be, the
trigger for exceptional situations which
are likely to disrupt transport
operations from time to time. The only
way to minimise the impact of such
events is to prepare for them, on the one
hand by anticipating the different crisis
scenarios that can occur, and on the
other by continuing to support
upstream research, the only effective
means of both improving our
understanding of the natural
phenomena at work and modelling
their forecasting precision, their
development and their impact on air
transport. 

The Air and Space Academy is holding
an international conference on “Air
Traffic and Meteorology” in Toulouse on
9-10 November next during which all

stakeholders
will be able to
express their
points of
view. It will
provide an
opportunity
to take stock
of progress
achieved in
past years
and identify
areas requi-
ring further work – whether in terms of
observation, research or accurate
modelling of a phenomenon – before
being integrated into the forecasting
apparatus. 

The decision to organise this
conference dates back to mid 2009,
and is therefore independent of recent
events. It is an initiative of the section
of the Academy devoted to questions of
“Scientific knowledge of air and
space”. The interest this conference is
already generating demonstrates its
topical relevance. By organising this
type of encounter, the Academy is fully
embracing its essential mission,
positioning itself upstream of policy
making organisations, both European
and national, as well as the
aeronautics industry and air transport
operators.

Gérard BRACHET
President

To our readers

We would like to inform our readers that the Academy will

shortly be cutting back on diffusion of this Newsletter in order to

reduce costs and ecological impact. If you wish to continue

receiving the Newsletter in its printed or electronic version,

please let us know by sending an E-mail to the following address:

publications@anae.fr

Thankyou for your continued support of our actions.
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In February 2010, President Obama put an end to the Constellation
programme for a return to the Moon which had been initiated by his
predecessor. There are various reasons for this change of tack: an
increase in costs, lengthening deadlines, insufficient funding and lack of
innovation, but above all the difficult economic situation of the United
States. 

THE MOON IS DEAD, 
LONG LIVE MARS! 

Report  of  the  month

Jacques VILLAIN
Former Director for International space
affairs, SAFRAN, Academy member

It is true that Constellation could hardly be said
to have been innovative, despite the fact that it
involved building a permanent base on the
Moon. The Ares launchers in particular re-used
existing engines developed for Apollo and the
shuttle. But on reflection, was this not the
solution originally put forward to limit the cost
of the programme? Yesterday’s truth is
therefore no longer valid today! Another
argument should also be taken into account:
compared to Apollo, Constellation did not
benefit from great public support. For the fourth
time in 40 years, then, a return to the Moon has
been cancelled, even though it was put forward
and decided on by Nixon, Reagan, Bush father
and son.

In addition, the space shuttle – too expensive,
too old and too dangerous – will be withdrawn
from service in late 2010 or early 2011, leaving
the United States without a manned vehicle for
many years. Thereafter, they will have to count
on the Russian Soyuz to venture into space. A
strange turn of events! However, as though

compensating NASA for the loss of
Constellation, Obama has promised, in spite of
the crisis, to increase its budget by 6 billion
dollars over 5 years! This decision does not
seem particularly coherent with one of the
principal reasons for abandoning
Constellation, i.e. the economic difficulties.
In the meantime, NASA will have to restructure
and lay off nearly ten thousand workers and
the American president, since February, has
had to face the dissatisfaction of senators and
Congress representatives from Florida, Texas
and Colorado, as well as many members of the
American space community, who dispute this
“go-nowhere” strategy. Such concerns obliged

the American president
to justify himself at the
Kennedy Space Centre
in Florida last April 15th
where, it has to be said,
he once again raised
hopes for American
space conquest. Was
this just a PR stunt as
used so often in the past
by his predecessors, or
a real willingness to go
forward? Time will tell.
If returning to the Moon
is no longer an option,
the overall objective
obviously remains to
carry forward human

exploration of the solar system, which would
be done in successive stages: about 2025,
spacecraft would be sent around the Moon to
land on an asteroid and, around the mid 2030s,
humans would be sent around Mars and then
onto Mars. Obama does not exclude a return to
the Moon, but indicated that “Buzz [Aldrin] has
already been there”. In 2004 NASA had found
200 good reasons to return to the Moon but six

years later, the Moon has lost its fascination. It
would appear to be very difficult to set a long-
term course for manned American space flight
and hold to it. 
However, for 15 years to come, the space
vision of the new President can be
summarised, essentially, as a return to theory
and to the operation of the International Space
Station, whilst encouraging the private sector
to invest in manned flights. 
Manned flights will therefore keep to the
Earth until around the mid 2020s, with priority
being given to exploitation of the International
Space Station, whereas it had been decided
a few years earlier to abandon the ISS
because of its debatable rationale and high
cost. Due to be withdrawn from service in
2016, its life expectancy is extended until
2020 and undoubtedly beyond, as was the
case for Mir.

Back to the drawing board
In the absence of any new large scale
programme, Obama is sending the scientific
community back to the drawing board, arguing
that if there is to be a new exploration
programme in the future, it is crucial to
develop, well in advance, more powerful
launchers than the Ares of Constellation. This
is classic: for want of a real programme
objective one reinvests in technology. The
emphasis is to be laid on research and
development on propulsion technologies for
future heavy launchers in order to cut costs
and development timelines. Apart from
satisfying propulsion system companies, which
one can well imagine, this policy is
questionable. It is the umpteenth time in 25
years that we have seen such a strategy being
implemented, never leading to convincing
results either in terms of performance or cost.
In the 1980’s for instance, Star Wars required

In February 2010, President Obama decided to overhaul the
NASA manned flights programme. Photo credits NASA.
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inexpensive heavy launchers. So studies went
into the ALS Advanced Launch System and in
1991, the NLS National Launch System,
together with recoverable launchers such as
NASP National Aerospace Plane. In 1995,
development began on the EELV launchers
Delta-4 and Atlas-5 which were intended to
reduce launch costs. The Delta-4 never made
it onto the market because of lack of competiti-
veness and the market share for the Atlas-5 is
low. There were also Roton, Jarvis, Kistler and
the Delta-Clipper. In 2001, NASA instigated the
SLI Space Launch Initiative programme aimed
at studying other recoverable launchers – the
Venture Star, the X-33, X-34 and X 37 – to take
over from the shuttle. $4.8 billion were spent
on the SLI before it was abandoned. None of
these launchers ever saw the light of day.
So Obama has decided to reinvest $3.1 billion
in this field over five years. Will there be a
miracle tomorrow? In 2015, the decision
should then be made to produce a launcher
resulting from this research, capable of
ensuring all missions in the solar system.

Privatise manned flight
What is also causing debate is the desire of the
president to see private companies engaging
in partnership with NASA on manned flights.
This too is nothing new. In 2006, the Bush
administration launched the COTS
Commercial Orbital Transportation Services
programme, involving private industry in
servicing the ISS. In fact, it was primarily a
question of lightening the financial burden of
NASA, which could then free up funds for
Constellation. However, scepticism currently
reigns in the United States on the capacity of

private industry to substitute for NASA,
even partially, in the field of manned
flights. A fundamental question arises:
what return on investment can it expect
and over what period? The turnover
generated by activity on board the
station remains very low and does not
justify private investment. However,
one objective does remain. When the
shuttle is withdrawn from service, the
Americans will be forced to use the
Russian Soyuz to go into space. It is
vital to, at the very least, limit this
dependence by developing a new
vessel, which will probably not be
ready for another ten years. The
Russians are already putting their prices up.
With a cost of $26 million per astronaut until
May 2009, the price of a seat on Soyuz has
now soared to $51 million and will be $56
million for the flights of 2013 and 2014.
However, as a result of a compromise, Obama
has granted NASA the fabrication of a
simplified version of the Orion capsule from the
Constellation programme, which could be used
as a rescue vessel for the ISS. 

It seems unlikely
therefore that
private investment
will be able take
over from NASA for
some time. Today,
nobody, not even
companies like
Lockheed Martin,
Boeing or EADS,
can afford to pay for
the development of
a spacecraft or a
space launcher
costing up to 10 or

15 billion euros, let alone finance the
realisation of an infrastructure in space or on
the Moon or Mars. Apart from space telecom-
munications, which have a real commercial
market, what space project in the past has
been able to fund its own development? This
transfer of responsibilities from NASA towards
the private sector therefore has to be
challenged.

What are the consequences
for Europe?
One thing is sure: the funding shortfall should
have the effect of increasing international co-
operation. And it is perhaps the best news one
could hope for in the area of space conquest.
Obama’s decision clearly shows that not even

the United States now has the means of paying
for a human space exploration programme on
its own. This activity can only be pursued in the
future via international co-operation – a door
opened by Obama in contrast to his
predecessor –, all the more so since skills in
this field are shared by the United States,
Russia, China, Europe, Japan, Canada and
soon, India, each possessing their own
strengths. It is worth noting that China has
demonstrated ambitions regarding orbiting
stations, although not yet in the area of a lunar
landing. 
However, the Obama decisions will have
consequences on European manned flights,
for which we await the establishment of a new
direction in late 2010. In any event, the new
lease of life given to the ISS will provide
additional ATVs and an extension of the use of
the European Columbus module, with
increased profitability from this investment.
However, the withdrawal of the shuttle will limit
the number of annual flights to the ISS. The
number of seats available on board Soyuz, the
only vessel capable of supplying the ISS, will
undoubtedly be limited, especially for non
Russians and non Americans. On the other
hand, in this new context, one can well imagine
Ariane 5 playing a part in sending crews to the
ISS. 
American space conquest is at a new
turning point in its history. It is granting
itself ten years of reflexion in order to
acquire the means to go further in the area
of human exploration of the solar system.
Let us hope, in any case, that this new aim
of President Obama will be shared and
sustained.

The ISS programme has been prolonged until 2020
in order to ensure improved return on investment. 

Photo credits NASA

The Constellation programme for a return to the Moon has
been abandoned because of its high costs, seen as incompatible
with the economic situation of the United States, and its lack of
innovation. Photo credits NASA
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One initial observation. The current crisis is
clearly affecting the financial stability of the air
transport system, which in turn has an impact
on operational life. However its influence must
not be overestimated. Today’s evolutions have
their roots firmly in the past.
Another observation, which first came to me
40 years ago: training is not meant to
correct the design faults of aircraft and
their systems, but trainers must collaborate
with equipment designers so that human
adaptation is as simple as possible. Fifteen
years were needed to persuade design offices
to introduce the innovative and difficult notions
of cognitive as well as physiological
ergonomics. What it comes down to, is that
innovation – whether in terms of equipment, its
operational use or specialised training – must
be dealt with as a whole. Training cannot be
looked on as a separate entity, indeed in an
ideal world it would not even be necessary. 
In 1985, the introduction of Crew Resource
Management and the advent of behaviour
goals as well as technical goals gave type
rating training the human quality it was
lacking. Since then, technological
developments in aircraft systems and
simulators have allowed many fine
upgradings, but training programmes have not
fundamentally changed.
A further observation concerning
recruitment and basic training. At the origin
of this observation is a phenomenon observed
in the past two decades: i.e. technical
executives have become scarce at the upper
echelons of major high-tech industrial groups.
Managers now have a commercial, financial or
even administrative background. This seems
logical at first sight because global competition
calls for a perfect knowledge of financial and
market issues, and their appropriate

management. But in the case of a highly
technical sector, this is not enough. This new
supremacy of non-technical professions is
affecting young people’s career choices, with
important repercussions for high tech
businesses in the highly competitive sector of
air transport. 
For a long time, operational players were
recruited mainly on technical and physiological
criteria. This emphasis shifted gradually to
embrace a more psychological perspective. In
2000 for instance, the Icarus Committee, the
Flight Safety Foundation’s “think tank”,
recommended qualities other than technical
for pilots:

And this is what I’m leading up to, the key
to all aeronautics operations: i.e.
education. We cannot duck the issue of
education if we are operating 500-seat plus
aircraft. Current training cannot take into
account infinite combinations of failures and

unforeseen flight events; crews must therefore
be prepared to deal with these, by some other
means. 
Let us think back to the A320 accident of US
Airways Flight 1549 taking off from La Guardia
on 15 January 2009. It is by no means to
detract from their utter professionalism if I say
that in their misfortune, they benefited from
favourable conditions: good visibility, high
altitude freeing up decision time, possibility of
obstacle avoidance, manageable aircraft. But
the crucial ingredient here is that the crew
made the most of all these advantages: it is
this key aspect that I wish to focus on. Was it
simply due to training, or was there something
else involved? Luck does not hold up as an
explanation: It is clear that the crew had
received the necessary education to deal with
a situation in which certain procedures were
necessary but not in themselves sufficient.
Had they received this education in their
airline, during initial training, during their
working life, or elsewhere? Could the happy
outcome be reproduced with all air transport
crews? I doubt it. All top air transport
managers, including the certification
authorities, should ask themselves these
questions and acknowledge that training,
without the education that contains and
supports it, is not enough to produce a safety
level appropriate to current challenges. 
Some more observations concerning
pilots:
• For passengers, they are the last bastion

against catastrophe. In the 1970s, the
concept of specific behavioural objectives
was introduced into aircraft type rating
training, with technico-operational analyses
defining the skills, knowledge and
behaviour that needed to be taught. Since
then, the basics of this training have been

“Assuming appropriate pre-selection, the
pilot’s education starts with his basic
training. Several important characteristics
must be learned  
• Ability to be conscious of his or her

actual position in a three-dimensional
environment at all times and in all
circumstances 

• Ability to recover from unexpected
situation 

• Efficient time management under
stress 

• Good risk assessment 
• Thoroughness and exactness in task

execution 
• Decision-taking in unexpected difficult

and/or dangerous situations.”

Education-Training 
for Pilots

Speech

Text drawn from the opening speech given on 2 March 2010 by Jean
Pinet, of the OACI symposium in Montreal entitled:
“Looking beyond the economic crisis: mobilizing the aviation
community to recruit, educate, train and retain the next generation
of aviation professionals” Jean PINET

Former Experimental Test Pilot,
former Academy President
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refined with the help of intensive use of
simulation. This training has become very
much more efficient. But it has become
clear that 4 or 5 weeks of type rating are
not nearly enough to lastingly educate
behaviour, in cases where the basic level is
deficient – as it often is, not only on a
technical level but also in terms of
behaviour education. During the 1980s and
90s, we endeavoured to convince
aeronautics stakeholders that the
beginnings of a solution could be found in
basic training. Without any real success,
because the economic constraints of ab
initio training were too high. I am afraid this
may still be true.

• Piloting an aircraft is based on carrying out
procedures. This is sound practice, since it
ensures a level of operational safety which
is satisfactory to date. But not all situations,
especially the most critical combinations of
situations, can be resolved by the use of
procedures alone (compare Flight 1549),
although the latter can give good basic
support.

• The generalised use of procedures, in flight
management, equipment operation,
navigation, automated systems and
communications, and also in relations
between the crew and with ATC, can lead
to confusions in priorities and conflicting
instructions. To the extent that during type
rating training, basic principles have to be
taught to students who have become lost in
the multitude of procedures and need to
return to simple, commonsensical actions.
A good example are the Airbus’s golden
rules:

• Moreover, this operational use is oriented
towards evolved dynamic, but bureaucratic

management of the mission, in
which the flight is the materia-
lisation. The number of
parameters at the pilot’s
disposal is impressive. For
instance, with three different
screens – the Primary Flight
Display, Navigation Display
and Vertical Display – pilots
are presented with around 80
parameters, 30 to 35 of which
they must use at any one time.
They therefore have at their
disposal all parameters needed to
apprehend accurately their real situation.
This is what happens in the vast majority of
circumstances. But there are cases in
which oversights can lead to accidents. Are
they due to undisciplined or intellectually
deficient pilots? Are there too many
different parameters, or are they not
properly processed? Are we sure that such
oversights cannot occur in 300 or 500-seat
aircraft?

• The principles used for training are only a
transposition of knowledge and teaching
methods used for centuries, adapted to our
technological evolution. However this
evolution has become complex and the
stakes have been raised, and yet the
human brain does not change. Technology
is only a tool at its disposal. Leaving aside
hypocrisy it is today mainly used in order to
lower costs but it cannot solve problems
such as the multiplicity of simultaneous
tasks, diagnostic errors or bad choices, the
time needed for complex, rapid tasks,
stress, combinations of unforeseen factors,
in other words all that can cause mental
disturbance and therefore detract from
safety.

• A serious, although common mistake, is to
forget that pilots are not simply flight
managers. They must remain aviators,
despite the comfort of automated flight, in
aircraft with highly reliable equipment. The
Flight 1549 accident is there to remind us
that this need exists, even if the
circumstances are presumed to be rare.
One can note also that many pilots have
severe problems mastering the third
dimension in difficult situations, in which
they dispose of only a few seconds to make
their diagnosis and choose the correct
solution. An aircraft cannot stop in mid-
flight.

These differing observations have one
common factor running through them.

Training, with the unique backup of
technology, has reached its limits, limits which
will not be accepted by the public in the
inevitable case of an accident of a very large
aircraft. Behaviour education on the basis of
simple principles described here, and applied
to unexpected, complex, dangerous situations
is undoubtedly an appropriate response, but
must go with something else. The training
paradigm must be modified in order to move
forward.

Two complementary, linked avenues are
feasible and can be envisaged
The current method of combining multiple
displays and procedures, each designed to
simplify air operations and make them safer, is
becoming too complex for the human brain.
• To be effective, studies must look into the

workings of the brain – improving memory
retention, situation awareness, diagnosis of
complex, unexpected situations, resistance
to error and swift, reliable decision-making.
The current pragmatic cooperation between
technology and ergonomics –- both
physiological and cognitive – must give way
to properly oriented scientific research. 

• In order to do this, technology can offer
effective support but cannot by itself come
up, with the right solutions. It must be
adapted to fundamental neurological and
psychological knowledge. 

As a general rule, the clear shift of justice
in accidents inquiries towards “finding the
guilty party” will make the position of
industrial and regulatory leaders more and
more difficult while there are still some
known but undeveloped areas of safety
improvement. And for those who want
eliminate the poorly reliable human being,
any unmanned 500 seater is still far away!

Photo of US Airways Flight 1549 after crashing into the
Hudson River in New York City, United States. Greg L. 

(15 January 2009, cropped from file:Plane crash into Hudson River.jpg) 

Airbus “Golden Rules” 
• The aircraft can be flown like any

other aircraft.
• Fly, navigate, communicate-in that

order.
• One head up at all times.
• Cross check the accuracy of the FMS.
• Know your FMA at all times.
• When things don’t go as expected -

TAKE OVER.
• Use the proper level of automation for

the task.
• Practice task sharing and back-up

each other.
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Life  of  the  Academy
Academy session in Munich
The Academy held its spring session on 25 and
26 March at the Bavarian Ministry for Economy
in Munich, making contact with numerous
aerospace actors of the Bavarian region: the
ministry itself, professional organisations
(DGLR), research centres (DLR) and industrial
leaders (EADS-Defense et Security, MT
Aerospace, Premium Aerotec). These fruitful
encounters, organised by fellow members
Joerg Feustel-Büechl, Horst Rauck and
Georges Bridel, were highly appreciated by our
members, giving them an overview of
aerospace activities in Bavaria and their
economic importance.
During the private session, the Assembly
adopted the modification of its Statutes and
Internal Regulations, making possible the
renewal of the President’s mandate and the
election of four Vice-presidents instead of
three.

Toulouse Encounters 2010
On 13 and 14 April, the third edition of the
Toulouse Encounters took place at ISAE,
bringing together some 250 participants. The
course, whose topics were decided in
consultation with the aerospace industry and
French aerospace industries association
GIFAS, was highly appreciated by all and, as

indicated by fellow member and organiser
Jacques Bouttes, will once again be organised
in 2011. This year the emphasis was placed on
reducing the impact of air transport on the
environment, choice of structures or materials
and space applications.

External relations 
3AF: within the framework of enhanced
coordination between the Academy and 3AF,
President Gérard Brachet invited Michel
Scheller, President of 3AF, to participate in the
board meeting of the Academy on 11 May;
similarly M. Brachet recently attended a 3AF
board meeting.

Académie des technologies: a meeting
between the two institutions has highlighted
certain shared subjects of interest, in
particular the intermodality of transport
systems and science and technology training
of younger generations, topics on which the
two organisations intend to coordinate their
action.
TOMATO: President Gérard Brachet had the
opportunity to present the Academy’s new
European orientation to a floor composed of
aerospace personalities.
Royal Aeronautical Society: A recent meeting
with representatives of the RAeS brought out
potential avenues for cooperation, which
will be explored further in the coming
months.
Nereus: Treasurer Jean-Paul Perrais met
up with Ms Roya Ayazi, Secretary General
of Nereus (Network of European Regions
Using Space Technologies) in Brussels, in
the presence of Yves Proto, European
representative of the Midi-Pyrenees
Regional Council. This meeting prefigures a
constructive partnership between the
Academy and Nereus.

Sections and Commissions
The sections and commissions pursue their
work:

- The Prizes and medals commission has
established proposals for the Great prize,
which will be put to vote at the June
session in Paris, and has prepared, for
the October session in Aix-en-Provence,
proposals for the Academy’s medals,
including the Vermeil medal, and the
Prize for law, economics and sociology of
air transport. 
- General aviation commission: given
certain positive measures adopted in this
area (e.g., the creation of IASA), this
commission has been reactivated.

- Section V is pursuing its work into
preserving the heritage of the aerospace
industry, with the help of many personalities
directly involved.
On the initiative of André Turcat, a work on
the crucial technological progress made in
aeronautics in the 1950s is being elaborated;
this book will draw on the testimonies of test
pilots and engineers who personally took part
in this pioneering era.

Distinctions
We would like to congratulate fellow member
Jacques Rosay who has been nominated to
the rank of Knight of the order of the Legion of
Honour.

Jean-Claude
Chaussonnet 

Secretary General

Chroniques Aéronautiques. Une année
d’actualité civile & militaire 

Pierre Sparaco, Pascal Galodé
Editeurs, 2010, €19
A mischievous tone prevails in these
chronicles, which nonetheless paint
a very clear picture of the main
aeronautics stories of the year: the
air transport crisis, low-cost airlines,
Airbus’s successes and worries,
Boeing’s difficulties, the sensitive
affair of the US in-flight refuelling

aircraft, Rafale’s hopes of foreign sales. Thorny
topics, here tackled openly and without taboo.

Aéronautique & Espace. De Paris au
Bourget, cent ans de salons, 1909-2009
Bernard Bombeau, Germain
Chambost, Patrick Guérin,
Ciels du monde collection,
le cherche midi, 2009, €20 
Exactly 100 years ago in
France was launched the first
air show entirely given over to “aerial locomotion”.
In 1953, this “Salon international de l’aéronautique”
moved to the Le Bourget airport. Every two years
since then, for the space of a few days, this historic
airport has become the international show-case for
high technology in civil and military aerospace. The
authors look back on the history of these air shows,
a story inseparable from that of aviation and space
as a whole.

La perruque de Newton
Jean-Pierre Luminet, JC Lattès,
Les bâtisseurs du ciel. Tome 4.
2010, €20
What is hiding beneath the high,
heavy wig of Isaac Newton,
professor of mathematics at
Cambridge and eminent member
of the famous Royal Society of

London? An exceptional brain, naturally, but also a
receding hairline, caused as much by the vapours
of sulphur and mercury from his alchemical
experiments as by countless sleepless nights spent
rereading the Scriptures, in order to restore natural
religion and calculate the date of the Apocalypse.
La Perruque de Newton reveals the hidden face of
an exceptional scientific genius.

Members’ publications

Encounter Av4: Flight controls on civil aircraft; tolerance
to failure and online diagnosis. © Yves Appriou



Event

During the summer of 1910, the sky of
Aquitaine in South-West France was criss-
crossed with flying machines for the first time.
The plain of Beaudésert became the airport of
Bordeaux-Mérignac, which celebrates its
centenary this year. From January 28, and
throughout 2010, “Aquitanians” will live to the
rhythm of this “Centen’Air 2010”, orchestrated
by the association “100 years of aviation in
Bordeaux-Mérignac”.

This centenary year is marked by aeronautical
events involving anything that flies, or has
flown, by means of popular festivals, scientific
conferences, strong emotions and delightful
memories. The programme has been
conceived for all tastes and categories, on civil
and military airfields, on the Garonne, on the
quays, at the Bordeaux Fair and all over the
region in places waiting to be discovered.

The association “100 years of aviation in
Bordeaux-Mérignac” incorporates the local
authorities – Regional Council of Aquitaine,
General Council of Gironde, Urban
Community of Bordeaux and Municipalities of
Bordeaux and Mérignac – as well as the
region’s main firms, trades unions and
associations. 

Its Board of governors is chaired by François
Courtot, Vice-president of the Safran Group
for Greater South-West France. He is
supported by four Vice-presidents: Michel
Sainte-Marie, MP and Mayor for Mérignac,
Yann Guillou, Regional Director of EADS
Astrium and President of BAAS, Jean-Louis
Cullerier, President of the 3AF Bordeaux-
South West, and Jean-Pierre Bertrand,
Director of France 3 Aquitaine. The Treasurer
is François Baffou, Director of Bordeaux
Technowest, and the Secretary General is

Pascal Maréchal, Director General of the
Group Quality Suites and President of the
Club of the companies of Mérignac.

Bernard Chabbert, journalist, producer, pilot
and historian of aeronautics is the
Commissioner General. He has succeeded in
attracting an exceptional panel of personalities
from sporting federations and aeronautical
associations as well as the Ministry of
Defence.

For the first time, an entire region is devoting a
whole year of events to aerospace culture – its
history, heroes and legends – with the aim of
confirming and strengthening aerospace
excellence in the Aquitaine area. The sky is as
much part of the inheritance of Aquitaine as its
top-class wines and delicious regional
specialities. Centen’Air 2010 will demonstrate
this!

Among the high points of
this year, a conference
will be held in Bordeaux
on 16-17 November, co-
organised by Centen’Air,
the Aeronautical and
Astronautical Association
of France (3AF) and the
Air and Space Academy,
on the theme:
“Challenges facing Air
transport: some
answers for the future”.
It will involve 300 people,
mainly professionals and
key players in the air
transport industry. The
Programme Committee,
chaired by fellow-member
Alain Garcia and

comprising leading experts on the subject, has
defined the main presentations, which will aim
to clarify the current situation and possible
evolution by means of innovation and better
organisation of the industrial sector. Changing
professions and services, reduction of
environmental impact, risk management and
procedures for safety reinforcement are some
of the themes that will be developed. Students
of Universities and Engineering schools of
Bordeaux and Toulouse in particular will be
invited in order to discover facets of their
future occupations.

7

CENTEN’AIR
100 years of aviation
at Bordeaux-Mérignac
The Academy is supporting this creative initiative to celebrate
the centenary of aviation in the Aquitaine region

For more information: 
http://centenair2010.fr 

The programme committee of the Challenges facing Air Transport: some answers for
the future. Above, left to right: Alain Garcia, Jean-Louis Cullerier, Gérard Rozenknop,
Robert Lafontan. Below, left to right: Philippe Jung, Christian Delaveau, Jean-Marc
Garot, Michel Laroche, Bruno Stoufflet (Pascal Personne absent).
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For  your  diary

2nd Green Air Show
18-20 June 2010, Le Bourget Airport,
Paris France
The Second edition of this Green air show
organised by the Paris Air and Space Museum
will present recent technological innovations:
electric and solar planes, new materials,
alternative fuels... with flight demonstrations of
new “green” aircraft: ultralights, paramotors,
light aircraft, solar balloons, etc. 
The Academy is playing an active part in this
event, proposing two lectures on 19 June in the
Concorde hall: “Biofuels for new engines” at
10.30am, and “Carbon imprint around airports”,
at 2.30pm.                 www.aviation-verte.org

Cospar 2010: 38th Scientific Assembly
of the Committee on Space Research 
18-25 July 2010, Fair and Congress Center
Bremen, Germany
Biggest interdisciplinary conference on space
science worldwide, expected to attract 2.500
participants this year.   www.cospar2010.org
HCI-Aero International Conference on
Human-Computer Interaction in
Aeronautics 
3 to 5 November 2010, Cape Canaveral. 
Theme: Crew-ground integration
Email: hci-aero2010@ihmc.us. 
Website: www.ihmc.us/hci-aero2010

For more information on these events: www.air-space-academy.org

Supported events

DAY 1
1- Introduction
• Weather services:

Expectations and
issues 

2- Airports and Approach 
• Impact of weather conditions on safety, capacity

and regularity
• All actors’ needs
• Proposals of weather services (observation,

forecast and information diffusion) 
• Wake vortex and meteorology
DAY 2
3- Meteorology and separation provision
• ATC and uncertainties of trajectory prediction
• Future concepts for separation provision
• Sensitivity of automated conflict detection models

to knowledge of wind within different time horizons
• Actual and considered means for measuring and

predicting wind and real time information
distribution

4- En-route phenomena
• Dangerous meteorological phenomena

(convective phenomena, high-altitude icing,
orographic waves, volcanic ashes)

• The impact of meteorological phenomena on flight
regularity

• The response of the meteorological services
5- Avenues for research 
• Identification of research needs
• Meteorology in major ongoing programmes
• Ground, airborne and satellite means
• Going from research results to operational

implementation

16 June Artificial vision; a view from the computer,
IHS forum, 8h30-18h00, DGAC Paris 

29 June Research of the foundation Sciences et
technologies pour l’aéronautique et l’espace
(RTRA), lecture, Joël Bertrand, 18h-19h30,
Médiathèque José Cabanis, Toulouse

30 June Satellite Earth Observation and its applica-
tions, lecture by
Philippe Couillard and
Jean-Paul Malingreau,
at the Royal Academy
of Belgium (1 rue
Ducale, 1000 Brussels),
time to be confirmed

28 Sept. Satellite Espionage and War in Space, lectu-
re, Jacques Villain, 18h-19h30, Médiathèque
José Cabanis, Toulouse

7 Oct. The dream of Icarus today, thematic afternoon
with lectures by Catherine Maunoury, Claude
Lelaie, Jean-Pierre Dubreuil, 14h-17h, Palais de
la Découverte, Paris. 
Booking: conference@palais-decouverte.fr

26 Oct. Aircraft and the challenge of sustainable
development, lecture Philippe Fonta, 18h-
19h30, Médiathèque José Cabanis, Toulouse

09-10 Nov. *Air Traffic and Meteorology, international
conference, Météo France Toulouse

16-17 Nov. Challenges facing air transport: some ans-
wers for the future, conference organised with
Centen’Air and 3AF, Bordeaux-Cité mondiale (p7)

26 Nov. Plenary session, Toulouse
30 Nov. Melting icecaps as seen from space, lecture

Frédérique Rémy, 18h-19h30, Médiathèque
José Cabanis, Toulouse

*All events are in French except when marked with an asterisk.

Calendar 2010

OBJECTIVES 
This conference will aim to look
at how meteorological data are
used by air transport, to bring out
the phenomena that have a
strong impact on safety,
regularity and efficiency and to
present the progress expected in
the coming decades.
It will be oriented towards
specialists and non-specialists
alike and will bring together
representatives of official bodies,
air navigation and meteorological
services, airlines and airports.
An analysis of means for
operational improvements and
research is expected. More
specifically all attention will be
devoted to meteorology require-
ments resulting from the pro-
posed concepts in the European
programme SESAR and its
American counterpart NextGen.
This two-day conference will be
in French and English with
simultaneous translation so as to
facilitate the participation of
international specialists.

Conference: Air Traffic and Meteorology 
9-10 November 2010, Météo France Toulouse 

Information and registration: 
www.air-space-academy.org

Gobi Desert. Credits: ESA
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